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Website helps ticket holders to hold onto event memories
Many fans hold onto tickets from a game or concert. A new site helps them hold onto memories too.
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Bill lets jobless get aid longer

Gretchen Kaufman, director of recruitment at Kennedy Health in Cherry Hill, wrote a story on the website Stubstory.com
about the memories connected to her Phillies tickets. Kaufman’s coworker and fellow Phillies fan Justin Donaghy of
Cherry Hill also has ticket stories he might share on the site. / Al Schell/Courier-Post/Al Schell/Staff photograph
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To most sports fans, a ticket stub to an August 2009 game between
the Phillies and Florida Marlins started and lost, 3-2, by pedestrian

Most Viewed

pitcher Joe Blanton would’ve hit the wastebasket at the first turnstile
or, at the latest, the next laundry day.

News

But Gretchen Kaufman has held onto her nondescript ticket.
She and hundreds of others have shared their experience through
story-swap website Stubstory.com
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“It was an absolutely a beautiful night,” writes
ON THE WEB
‘All you need is a stub and a story’ is the philosophy at
Stubstory.com. Users can upload photos of their stub
and share event memories (and/or event video) on the
free site. Those who submit five entries get their own

Kaufman, the director of recruitment at
Kennedy Health System in Cherry Hill. “The
Phillies lost … however … but the time spent
with my children, husband, aunt & uncle was
priceless!”

site that can be linked to Facebook and Twitter.
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Though certain ticket stubs may be rare, the sentiment attached to
each one isn’t, says Matt Peter, founder of Stubstory.com.
“I think most people have held onto a ticket stub from a concert, or
a game, or some boarding pass,” Peter says. “I think one very small
portable item communicates a lot of memories in a compact image.”

Aerial waterway
photos

Local Giants fans
celebrate

Concertgoers, sport fans and others can upload a story of their
experience onto the free site, as well as photos or video that
document it, he says. It’s neat to see people devote large amounts
of time to such a small sentiment, he says.
“Contrary to our society, where most people are articulating 140
characters at a time it’s interesting to say ‘Sit down and write,’ ”
says Peter, referring to the message limitations of social site Twitter.
The idea for Stubstory originated when Peter’s daughter stumbled
upon a dusty bag of ticket stubs in his closet “and she wanted to
know the stories behind them,” he says.
Problem was Peter couldn’t remember.
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Filing For Bankruptcy

“Twenty years later, the memories began to fade,” he says. “You’re
holding onto these tickets but you’re forgotten what they’re about.”

Thinking About Filing Bankruptcy? Free Evaluation With A
Lawyer.
www.Chapter7.com

The holes in Peter’s memory gnawed at him, so he called a few

If Youre 50+ Read This

friends who he remembers attending that New York Rangers game
with and reminisced. And he repaired these fond moments in time.
“And I didn’t want to lose them again,” he says.
Much like many are doing now with the new Facebook Timeline, he

Canada - Researchers have unlocked the secret to joint
relief!
EveryLifestyles.com

New Policy in Connectict
Drivers with no DUI's can get auto insurance for only
$9/wk.
www.insurance-compare-save.com

captured that night on his computer screen and emailed his account
to his friends, who, in turn, responded, one with an account from
another night.
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More than 50,000 visitors from about 40 countries used the site in
2011 despite English not being their primary language, says Peter,

News

And people have responded to Stubstory since.

recalling specifically a post from Brazil.
“It’s kind of cool even if their English isn’t perfect because the
emotion that comes through is understood,” he says. “Everybody is
ADVERTISEMENT

sharing something. They’re sharing themselves. And that’s tough to
undervalue.”
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And some ticket stubs have monetary value, some more worthy
after the event than before it.

1

Brick couple recount chaos aboard
Italian cruise ship

Online giant eBay has its own subcategory dedicated to ticket

2

stubs, with more than 22,000 stubs up for bid, going for as much as
$20,000 (a stub from a 1967 Jimi Hendrix and Monkees concert) as

Comedian Bill Cosby delivers
unorthodox message at Rowan

3

Manalapan store employee injured
during baby formula robbery

of Jan. 12.
And in late May 2010, days after Phillies ace Roy Halladay twirled
the 20th perfect game in baseball history before a half-empty
stadium, the Florida Marlins sold thousands of unused tickets to
that historic game to sport collectors, Phillies fans and opportunists.

Murder trial begins today for suspect
in Lakewood Officer Christopher
Matlosz shooting

4

5

Bill lets jobless get aid longer

Kaufman knows her ticket isn’t worth more than the paper it’s
written on, but it still means a lot to her.
Most Viewed
She remembers the night game was a cool change-up from the
“bloody hot” afternoon games she attended in the past. Courtesy of
her uncle, she shared the game with her “entire family” including
her husband and their two children.
Even members of the Phillies’ most celebrated family were there to
mark the first anniversary of the death of beloved announcer Harry
Kalas.
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“There was a Harry Kalas dedication and they had his sons driving
a convertible car around (the field), which was cool to see them
recognized,” Kaufman says. “And there was various baseball
players throughout the years there” like since-deceased pitcher

Caught on Tape: Metrobuses Hit
Pedestrians, Run Red Lights
Jan. 12, 2012
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Robin Roberts, she says.
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Peter says he hasn’t heard of any fans uploading digital
representations of their stubs as a way to replace their trove of
tickets but “the funny thing is you can do that,” Peter says.
And not just chronicle the experience but preserve it with your
parents and children.

Aerial waterway
photos

Local Giants fans
celebrate

“Then you have a generational component to it,” he says.
Reach Steve Wood at (856) 486-2474 or at swood@
courierpostonline.com
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